Full Recovery after Spinal Cord Injury and Cauda Equina Syndrome from Thoracolumbar Interlaminar Epidural Steroid Injection: Case Report and Literature Review
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Case Report

Abstract

Background
Since the first Epidural Steroid Injection (ESI) in 1952, advancements in imaging and refinements in technique have greatly improved safety measures. Although potential benefits are significant and devastating complications are rare, interventionalists must be prepared to manage such outcomes.

Objective
1) To present an atypical case of Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) and superimposed Cauda Equina Syndrome (CES) after ESI, with full recovery through comprehensive care.
2) To review literature on timing of surgery.
3) To discuss management of procedural complications.

Study design
Case report and literature review.

Setting
Tertiary inpatient rehabilitation.

Results
Our patient is a 79-year-old female with a large T11-12 herniated disc who underwent fluoroscopy-guided T12-L1 ESI and sustained an acute SCI. MRI showed enlarged herniation causing cord compression. She had early symptomatic improvement that suggested transient injury, so urgent surgery was deferred for conservative management and acute inpatient rehabilitation. While under close observation, the team recognized an unexpected turn of neurological deterioration attributed to her pre-injection pathology. The patient subsequently underwent decompressive surgery. Comprehensive rehabilitative measures were continued and by 4-month outpatient follow-up, she had made a dramatic full recovery.

Discussion
Complication management decisions are complex and require interdisciplinary conversations, close clinical observation, and up-to-date knowledge of literature. We will explore the possible mechanisms of injury, review literature on indications for ESI and discuss in detail the controversial surgical timing in acute SCI, CES and central cord syndrome. An understanding of surgical indications is valuable for all treating teams as this will expedite recognition of neurologic deterioration and timely escalation of care. Regardless of management decisions, physician must help patients set realistic expectations for outcome and provide surgical, rehabilitative, psychological and social services as an integral part of care.

Conclusion
This case demonstrates that with comprehensive complication management, sub-optimal circumstances can be optimized to facilitate the best potential for recovery.
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Background
Since the first recorded epidural corticosteroid injection in 1952 [1], introduction of fluoroscopic-guidance and refinements in technique have greatly reduced complications [1]. Multiple guidelines exist to validate the efficacy of these injections and describe safe methods of entry. Although potential benefits are significant and catastrophic complications are rare, interventionalists must be prepared to manage sub-optimal outcomes and tackle complex medical decision-making [2,3]. We present an atypical case of Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) with superimposed Cauda Equina Syndrome (CES) following a thoracolumbar Interlaminar (IL) Epidural Steroid Injection (ESI), where long-term complications were minimized by optimal surgical timing and comprehensive care. Although initial clinical picture suggested transient cord injury, close observation by the rehabilitation team recognized an unexpected turn of neurological deterioration attributed to her pre-injection pathology, thus facilitating timely surgery.

Case Report
A 79-year-old woman with morbid obesity, diabetes mellitus, heart failure and chronic Lower Back Pain (LBP) presented to the Emergency Department (ED) with acute left leg paresis and excruciating LBP an hour after T12-L1 ESI at an outpatient spine center. Her 10-year history of LBP was attributed to severe multilevel degeneration of the spine requiring L3-5 laminectomy in the past and L4, L5, S1 Transforaminal (TF) ESIs 3 months prior. After injections, left-sided radiculopathy improved but back pain worsened with new burning symptoms around the waistline. MRI revealed a new, large T11-12 extrusion with spinal cord impingement (Figure 1). The
patient returned to the spine center earlier that morning for fluoroscopic-guided left T12-L1 ILESI as T11-12 epidural space was limited.

During needle advancement, patient experienced sudden, excruciating left leg pain so practitioner retrieved the needle and waited for acute pain to resolve. After repositioning the needle and ensuring no flow on syringe pullback, 1cc of iohexol was injected. Good laminar flow was visualized and 3cc of 10mg dexamethasone with 2cc of normal saline was administered (Figure 2). Immediately after the procedure, she developed left leg flaccid paralysis, paresthesia, and severe pain. She was transferred to the ED where stat MRI showed enlarged T11-12 herniation causing cord shift, enhancement within herniation and increased signal intensity with in compressed cord at T11 (Figure 3). Within 3 hours, motor and sensation had already begun to return. There was no saddle anesthesia, bowel or bladder incontinence. Despite MRI findings, orthopedic-spine surgeon felt conservative management with observation and intravenous dexamethasone outweighed risks of emergent decompression. Symptoms remained stable and patient was transferred to acute inpatient SCI rehabilitation a week later. Pain physician who administered the injection continued extensive discussions with the patient and family members and was in close contact with the inpatient treating teams.

On discharge to subacute rehabilitation facility a month later, right leg strength improved but remained weak on the left. She was able to ambulate 50-75° with rolling walker and assistance. However, she still required bowel program and urinary catheter. She never developed Upper Motor Neuron (UMN) signs such as limb spasticity. Clinical symptoms remained consistent with Lower Motor Neuron (LMN) injury. Rehabilitative services were continued in the community and by 4-month follow-up with long-term pain physician, her pain and function had returned to pre-injury baseline with full bowel and bladder recovery. FIM™ score improved from 46/126 on admission to 105. Our patient was in great spirits and genuinely grateful for her care.

Discussion

Why was surgery delayed until 3 weeks after injury?

In acute SCI, early decompression is generally accepted as compression greater than 4–6 hours has been said to be irreversible [1]. Neurologic injury continues after primary insult through a secondary cascade of downstream events including the release of excitotoxic neurotransmitters and inflammatory mediators [4,5]. Thus, surgical intervention is usually staged within this early window of opportunity. The STASCIS study defined ‘early’ intervention as under 24 hours, associated with improved outcomes of at least 2 grades on the ASIA Impairment Scale [6]. However because of the heterogeneity of SCI, the definition remains controversial. This case reflects such heterogeneity and emphasizes case-by-case assessment of comorbidities, mechanism of injury, severity, and course of improvement.

Management decisions are not laid out in an algorithmic flowchart but require interdisciplinary conversations, close clinical observation, and up-to-date knowledge of literature. This discussion will explore our patient’s possible mechanisms of injury as their recognition is the first step to prevention. Literature pertaining to the timing of surgical intervention for acute SCI, CES and Central Cord Syndrome (CCS) will be reviewed. It is ideal for all primary treating teams to have an understanding of the different surgical indications for the different entities above, as it will expedite escalation to appropriate care.

Epidural injection indications and complications

Symptomatic thoracic herniations are infrequently seen and presentation varies widely, often as axial or chest pain. Most patients...
respond favorably to non-operative management and surgery is reserved for those with signs of myelopathy or progressive neurologic deficit [7,8]. In appropriately selected patients, significant long and short-term pain relief can be achieved through epidural injections. ISIS guidelines for thoracic ESI call for evidence of segmental pain such as notalgia paresthetica, post-thoracotomy pain, neuropathic or thoracic radicular pain [9]. A recent randomized, double-blinded trial showed further benefit of thoracic interlaminar epidural injections with or without steroids in relieving mid and or upper back pain, with 71-80% success rate at 2 years [10].

Major complications from thoracic and lumbar epidurals are rare. One study determined the overall complication rate in thoracic injections to be 4.1%, all of which were minor except one avoidable pneumothorax [11]. In 10,000 fluoroscopic-guided epidural injections, Manchikanti et al., confirmed that minor side effects were common but major complications were rare [2]. Potential complications include infection, estimated at 1-2% of lumbar injections [3], hematoma, intravascular injection, nerve damage, subdural injection, air emboli, disc entry and hypersensitivity, most of which are avoidable with standard precautions. Hematomas may compress nerves in an already crowded space and cause further neurological compromise. Intravascular injections are more common with TF injections. The risk of dural puncture can be minimized by using an oblique trajectory [12]. When recognized, dural punctures can occur without significant sequel other than spinal headache; otherwise, further advancement of needle leads to direct neurologic injury. Subsequent intrathecal injection of anesthesia, particularly with hyperbaric types such as bupivacaine, transiently blocks sodium channels in spinal nerves and may cause transient bowel and bladder impairment, respiratory depression, cardiac symptoms and complete spinal anesthesia [13,14].

For our patient the mechanism of injury had a wide differential. Hematoma or loculated contrast can mimic the appearance of enlarged T11-12 herniation, especially with the steep cranial angle of entry in a T12-L1 injection. This was less likely as epidural needle position was confirmed on fluoroscopy and vascularization within the herniation suggested chronicity over acutely-induced extrusion. Despite accurate location, injection of volume into a highly stenotic area risks further compression of already compressed structures. Injection of adjacent epidural spaces is considered in such cases. Finally, needle pressure on the hypertrophied ligamentum flavum may have caused buckling onto the neurological structures. Both direct and indirect trauma lead to cord edema correlating with increased signal intensity at T12-L1. In addition, several factors may have contributed to the worsening herniation seen on MRI (Figures 1 and 3) such as positional changes, increased intrathoracic pressure during exertion, inadvertent manipulation during ESI, or simply the natural progression of the disease. Literature review of surgical timing

Timing of surgical intervention in acute SCI and CES continue to be controversial topics. Literature search reveals an abundance of studies attempting to quantify a standard time-frame. In addition, with morbid obesity, heart failure and diabetes mellitus among other comorbidities, our patient was clearly a poor candidate for surgery. Given her initial neurological improvement, risks of surgery outweighed the benefits of neurological improvement, risks of surgery outweighed the benefits. Tho SCI was initially suspected, persisting symptoms of poor rectal tone, urinary retention and leg weakness suggested LMN picture of CES. Patient also had a history of diabetic neuropathy which complicates the clinical diagnosis, however CES was further supported by EDS showing polyradiculopathy. EDS may be of limited value in evaluating Upper Motor Neuron (UMN) injury however, studies have shown peripheral nervous system degeneration following SCI in the form of spontaneous activity and decreased sensory and motor amplitudes [16]. For our patient, diagnostic and clinical evidence suggested a combination of transient acute cord trauma related to ESI with superimposed progressive CES from enlarging thoracic herniation.

CES is a rare condition with incidence of 1 in 33,000 to 1 in 100,000 [17] and comprises 2-6% of lumbar disc operations [18-20]. Red flag symptoms include severe LBP, sciatica especially when bilateral, saddle/genital sensory deficits, and bladder and bowel dysfunction. Most common causes are large lower lumbar disc herniation [21] and less commonly epidural hematoma, infections, trauma, and spinal anesthesia. The syndrome is further distinguished into incomplete (CES-I) with impaired urinary sensation, urgency to void, and partial saddle anesthesia versus complete (CES-R) with painless urinary retention and perineal sensory loss. The bulbocavernous reflex is useful in evaluating for sacral nerve root function. Similar to acute SCI, CES generally requires urgent surgical treatment with definitive time-frame complicated by variable presentations. Much of literature is cautious about making dogmatic statements in the setting of an ill-defined condition with high medico-legal profile. Literature cites from within 24 to 48 hours of onset [22,23] to bold statements that emergent surgery does not influence recovery for those with CES-R [1,24]. CES-I has better prognosis where early surgery within 48 hours is recommended for those with progressive symptoms.

Complication management

The benefits of ESIs for appropriately selected patients are significant and evidenced in review articles and multiple guidelines such that of ISIS and ASIPP [9,25]. As epidural injections continue to grow exponentially, up to 7.5% annual increase among Medicare patients, a multi-faceted approach can prevent a proportional rise in complications [26]. However, as in all medical, surgical and

interventional cases alike, the rare but potentially devastating complications do occur and comprehensive management is necessary to minimize long-term deficits. Once injury is recognized, timely escalation of care must follow including transfer to ED and immediate surgical evaluation. As the majority of inpatient stay is in recovery or rehabilitation, it is ideal for non-operative primary teams such as physiatrists to understand surgical indications and time-frame. This will help recognize neurologic deteriorations that warrant immediate surgical evaluation.

Throughout the hospital course, our patient continued to have persisting CES symptoms after surgical decompression. Regardless of management route 20% of all CES still end up with poor outcomes [1] and recovery of bladder and sexual dysfunction can continue for many years, likely a reflection of compensatory strategies [24]. Given the complex medical decision making and highly varied degrees of recovery, good communication with the patient and family members will improve rapport, informed decision-making, and overall patient-care. It is imperative that physicians discuss prognosis so that expectations remain realistic. Social and psychological support will help patients accept their condition and focus their efforts on rehabilitation rather than on taxing medico-legal endeavors. Such interdisciplinary efforts improved our patient’s quality of life and continue to maximize independence in the community after a full neurologic recovery (See Checklist).

Complication management checklist

- Minimize risk
  - Sterile technique, image-guidance, digital subtraction imaging, lidocaine safety test, choice of injectate mixture

- Recognition of injury
  - Close observation, thorough physical exam

- Timely escalation of care
  - Transfer to ED, immediate surgical evaluation, verbal turnover

- Interdisciplinary discussion
  - Physiatrists, surgeons, therapists, nurses, psychologists, social workers

- Literature support
  - Tailor evidence-based medicine to individual cases

- Communication
  - Explain injury to patient and family members
  - Discuss options and set realistic expectations for prognosis

- Rehabilitative services
  - Comprehensive therapy program, psychological and social services
  - Continued community support after discharge

- Review case for future prevention

Conclusion

In appropriately selected patients, epidural injections can provide significant pain relief and offer a minimally-invasive alternative to surgery. Although rare, major complications can be devastating. This case describes a patient who underwent T12-L1 ILESI for thoracic radicular pain and sustained acute, transient SCI. While under our care, it became obvious she had also developed progressive CES from her chronic T11-12 herniation. This created complex medical decision-making regarding ideal timing for surgery. When neurological decline presented excluding conservative management, surgery became the best choice. For all primary treating teams, knowledge of surgical indications is a valuable part of complication management.

Regardless of the medical routes chosen, conversations with interdisciplinary teams, patient and family members will improve rapport and establish realistic expectations for prognosis, all of which in turn impact risk management issues. We believe this case demonstrates that by being advocates for our patients and through providing comprehensive care, sub-optimal circumstances can be optimized to facilitate the best potential for recovery.
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